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Haunted through a recurrent dream that echoes the moments ahead of the tragic deaths of his
mom and dad from an coincidence brought on by a drunken driver, David Andrews needs to
relocate to Midville to stay together with his Great-Aunt Lillian Biggs. As David grieves his loss,
he struggles to discover a spot in his new community, mid with the unwelcome intrusion of a
bully and the harshness of 2 school participants on the Midville center School. numerous new
friends, however, come to David's rescue and support him in his selection to discover a nonviolent means during which to narrate to the college bully, and during their universal struggles
and adventures turn into an intrepid Gang of Four. What others have said: "Steven Swerdfeger
has an eye fixed for the main points of daily university ideas and rituals that permits him to put
his precocious hero and his "Gang of Four" in a powerful setting. simply because he additionally
has a consider for the joys that comes from the camaraderie of kids bucking the system, his
primary subject of a look for equity and justice in lifestyles is rendered lightly. Swerdfeger
recollects The Canasta Capers what it really is prefer to be younger and getting to know
grownup hypocrisy for the 1st time, so he can bring up the attraction of his younger bunch while
he creates richly comedian grown-up nemeses for them to challenge. what's more, he
understands the best way to flooring the comedy in additional muted and severe emotions: the
neatest boy on the town needs to confront difficulties for which there aren't any effortless
highbrow solutions, and in spite of everything even the college bully has his personal tale to
tell." - Paul Howe, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania "This is a gradual story, advised with enticing
warmth. Swerdfeger weaves a story of 4 heart institution youngsters who take care of actual
existence issues, The Canasta Capers from slicing in on lunchlines to tragic motor vehicle
accidents. via those experiences, David Andrews learns to show enemies into buddies via
compassion." -Joseph Downing, Syracuse, big apple initially released in 1996 below the identify
Thursday's Child, and later accorded Finalist Honors within the 1997 SMALL PRESS e-book
AWARDS.
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